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WELCOME
welcome to Swinguru Pro a Motion and balance Tracking System.
 
now on it’s third version, Swinguru  has set new grounds for modern swing visualization and analysis.
 
rapid hardware changes and newer cameras now allow for full hd video with the latest kinect 
camera.
 
Swinguru Pro software has also changed drastically. under the hood, Swinguru Pro has a new 
powerful, reliable, precise swing detection and analysis algorithm. the most visible part of the 
application, the user interface, has also changed and is more efficient and easier to use. Finally, the 
Swinguru academy (cloud) binds the overall experience together and allows teachers and golfers to 
meet in a globally and remotely available cloud.
 
The purpose of this document is to explain Swinguru Pro’s user’s interface, their functions, their 
usage, and how to best use the application.

Note: From now on, we assume Swinguru Pro was properly installed, the camera is plugged in 
and working. This user’s guide does not address installation and troubleshooting. Please 
refer to appropriate guides for more information on those.
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IntErfaCE OvErvIEW  
 
Swinguru Pro is a regular MS windows application. To start the application, select Swinguru Pro’s icon 
on the Desktop or in the Start menu.
 
when you start Swinguru Pro for the first time, it creates a demo teacher, called Swinguru Pro, and 
student account, called anonymous right. you’ll also be greeted with a concise cheat sheet tutorial.
you can browse the few pages of tutorial now or at any time. these reminder screens are always 
conveniently accessible through the settings menu, in the lower left part of the screen. all reminder 
screens are added at the end of this manual for a quick reference.
 
upon startup, the application will look for a camera, turn it on, detect camera orientation and proceed 
to a few adjustments. after a few seconds, it will be ready and wait for your first swing. you will see 
the person in front of the camera in the middle of the 3d view, or if you press the camera icon on the 
right, on a regular video. if you are using Swinguru Pro without any camera, a first screen will remind 
you that you cannot use the live feed or record modes, and invite you to load a swing from the 
library for analysis.  
 
The interface is organized around a large central view. around the central view, you’ll find application 
icons grouped in logical blocks that trigger options and processes. under some icons, a descriptive 
text explains the function being triggered if pressed. 

in the first top-left block, the Swinguru Pro’s icon will bring you to swinguru.com when pressed.  
The next block shows information about the teacher and the student currently using Swinguru Pro. 
(See Teachers and Students.)

right next to this teacher-student block is the golf club selection block. you can select the type of 
club being used (wood, iron, wedge) and its loft. this information is stored with each swing, and it 
will allow you to quickly find swings later by organizing them by club, dexterity, or student’s gender. 
(See Teaching with Swinguru Pro.)
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The top-central block shows Swinguru Pro’s modes of operations: Live Feed, record, replay, 
Side-by-Side, Posture and record Lesson features. (See record, replay, Side-by-Side and Teaching 
with Swinguru Pro sections.)

The right hand side of the top screen shows a handy clock to time your lessons.
 

 
 
circling clockwise, the split view panel comes next in the right hand side of the main screen (Screen 
layout). the split view panel allows you to split the large central view in two, three, or four smaller 
views (screen layout - cameraview). you can place the content of your choice in any of these views. 
To place or change the content of a view, you have to select it first. To select a view, click in it. a blue 
border will surround the view to confirm selection.  
 
With this view now selected, press any of the content icons from the swingview list of options (3d, 
2D, …) under the screen split block, on the right hand side of the screen. each icon represents a type 
of content that can be placed into each of these views. the selected content will now populate the 
view.  
repeat this operation for each view. when finished, you can save your screen layout in Settings, and it 
will be recalled automatically the next time you login. (see screen layout and content section.)

the folder icon allows you to enter the library of swings. the latest swings recorded appear under 
this folder icon, in a vertical tape of minified video (vignettes). To recall any of the latest swings, scroll 
through the tape list and double click on the icon. Press the grey diskette icon to save the swing 
permanently in the library.

the bottom-right most icon shows an exit door. press it to properly close out of swinguru. you will be 
asked to confirm that you would like to close the application.

the bottom part of the screen is occupied by a conventional time bar, with play, pause, and next/
previous swing position buttons. The timeline is also filled with circled numbers that mark key swing 
positions such as address, top of swing, impact and finish. Press a circled number and the timeline 
cursor will move to the key position frame detected and tagged automatically by Swinguru Pro.
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The bottom left part of the screen (Markers) allows you to manipulate overlay markers. overlay 
markers are commonly used lines or circles, placed automatically on screen, around the golfer, to help 
visualize displacements. overlay markers are organized into logical groups for each view. Select a view 
type such as front- or down-the-line, and available markers will be displayed with a brief explanation.
 
finally, the top of the left hand side of the screen (tools) is occupied by drawing tools and palettes.  
(for the last three paragraphs, refer to section replay for details.)
 
we will now review and detail each of these buttons, actions, and options, how they work and how to 
use them. 

Best of Both Worlds
Swinguru Pro can be used in either 2D or 3D mode.
depending on the 3d camera in use, 3d mode may sometimes require gentle lighting conditions 
to operate reliably. if lighting condition do not permit 3D data acquisition, Swinguru Pro will 
automatically fall back in 2D video-only conditions mode. in 2D video-only mode, 3D specific features 
and views are not available.

Note: Swinguru Pro can be used without a camera to review swings stored in the library.
  In trial mode, the application will start with a screen to remind you the number of days 

left in your trial period, and offer you the ability to enter your serial number or go to the 
online store to purchase the application. refer to the annex for details on how to enter 
your license.
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tEaChErs and studEnts 
 
 

Adding teAchers
to add teachers, start the application if not started.

Depending on the state of the «Stay log in» checkbox, the application will either start using the latest 
credential information or prompt you for a login username and password.

if the application starts using the latest credential information, press first the teacher name at the top 
left. you will be prompted to confirm your logout operation, and go to the screen that prompts you 
for a login username and password.

The screen that prompts you for a login username and password will offer you the ability to register a 
new teacher.

select «New Teacher» to add a teacher.

Fill in all the fields and click on ‘Submit’.  
please do not forget your email address and password.
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when adding teachers, the following information can be entered:

after you create a new teacher, he can login by entering the e-mail and password you supplied.

Adding students MAnuAlly in sWinguru
The upper left part of the screen shows both teacher and student currently using Swinguru Pro.
if you click on the name of the current user, a menu will allow you to either change the current user, 
by selecting it from a list of recently accessed users, or add a new user:
To select a previously defined student, select it on the left and press ‘continue’.  
when selected, the profile of the student is displayed on the right.

INFOrmAtION DesCrIptION mANDAtOrY

first name yes

last name yes

gender yes

dexterity yes

email address email address of teacher yes

password password protecting teacher’s data yes
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Note: to delete a student, select it and press the little trash icon in the top right part 
of the dialog box.

To add a new student, press ‘new Student’.

when adding a student, the following information can be supplied:

INFOrmAtION DesCrIptION mANDAtOrY

first name yes

last name yes

e-mail address yes

gender

dexterity yes

category pro or amateur

handicap

phone number

country

city

state

Zip code / postal code

street address

home club

birthday
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AbIlItY tO mODIFY stuDeNt emAIl ADDress  
 
you can modify the email address associated with your user (student only) account at any time. 
remember that each email address can only be associated to one swinguru account at a time.

if you want to replace your current email address with another one :
· in the Swinguru application simply edit your Student profile by clicking on the edit button
· replace the current email address with the new one
· click Submit

lINk stuDeNt tO ONlINe swINguru ACADemY (ClOuD) 
 
The online Swinguru academy (cloud) is available at the following address: 
http://www.swinguruacademy.com/

new accounts on the swinguru academy web site must be created through one of swinguru’s 
application, either swinguru pro or my swinguru.

CreAte A New ACCOuNt
To create a new account on the academy, supply the email address when filling in the 
students information in Swinguru and click ‘Submit’.  
The Student will be sent an email stating ‘welcome to the Swinguru academy : Student 
account’. In this email the student will be requested to choose a password to connect to the 
swinguru academy. also it gives you instructions on how to get started.

 

Note: once you replace to a new email address and click Submit it will create a new account on 
the academy/cloud. you will be sent an email requesting you to choose a password to 
connect to the swinguru academy/cloud and provide instructions on how to get started.
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FIll Or seND INFO tO ACADemY
when student info is updated or filled in, either in the Swinguru application itself or online 
from the Swinguru academy, it can be synchronized by clicking on the ‘Fill info from 
academy’ or on the ‘Send info to academy’.

Adding students through the AcAdeMy (iMport Athletes) 

want to speed up the process of setting up multiple athlete Profiles under your coach’s account on 
your swinguru computer? Just follow the below directions to import an excel spreadsheet containing 
the new Player Profile registration information.

1. login as a coach to the online swinguru academy  http:// www.swinguruacademy.com/public/ 
       

2. go to ‘My athletes’  http://www.swinguruacademy.com/public/athletes_import.php 

3. upload your ‘PLayer ProFiLe’ spreadsheet (using an .xlsx or .xls file only)  
  a. click to download the ‘Player Profile.xlsx’ template.
  b. do not not change the 4 column headers on line 1.
  c. clear lines 2 and 3 - these are only provided as examples.
  d. begin input of your athletes Profile information on the line 2.
  e. duplicates emails will be ignored.
  f. only the email address is required and must be valid for registration to work.
  g. although the first and last names are optional, we highly suggest you include them  
   or edit the profile later to make it easier for you to locate the athlete in your Swinguru  
   software as well as on the academy.
  h. now, click the ‘import’ button below to upload your file. 

4. once you’ve uploaded the ‘Player Profile’ excel Spreadsheet, log into your coach’s account inside 

5. Swinguru on your local computer and click on the ‘Sync’ icon   to the right of the Player   
 Profile Search box (what you use to find a player’s profile). 

6. after clicking the ‘Sync’ button , the Player Profiles that you’ve uploaded on the academy   
 into your coach’s account will be uploaded to your local computer. 

7. a small instruction box will pop up and show the number of new Player Profiles uploaded and  
 the Player’s Profiles will now be shown in your Player Profile list to choose from. 

8. you are now ready to select the Player Profile you want to use next in Swinguru.
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LIvE fEEd
the live feed mode is a magic mirror.
It reproduces, without any interpretation, what happens in front of the camera.
all functions available in Swinguru Pro are usable: you can split the screen, select each view angle, 
draw graphics on screen. in the screen below, the instructor has placed reference markers to help the 
student visualize body movements during the swing. The golfer can control his position by glancing at 
the screen before swinging.

this mode does not record video or swing analysis for future review but gives real-time analysis of 
weight transfer information for example while standing in front of the camera.  
 
use this mode to familiarize yourself with how visuals and analytics change with different swing 
adjustments. Watch as your students begin to “Quantify feel“ as they use this mode and you assist 
them getting into the correct set up positions for all shots: driver, putting, chipping, …
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rECOrd
to record swings, select the record icon at the top of the screen.
if no camera is present or detected, a warning message will kindly remind you that you can not use 
this module without camera.

otherwise, the camera will start sending video and 3D information to the computer and Swinguru Pro 
will start a quick automatic calibration to adjust for camera orientation.
 
the screen will display either a scene with a square highlighted in the middle of the ground in 3d 
mode, or a colored frame in 2d mode (video). If a golfer is in front of the camera, he will appear. 
the golfer should move inside the rectangular area (bottom right view). 

in 2D mode (video), the area (frame) will highlight and change color as follow:

Swinguru Pro detects the swing automagically. a discreet confirmation sound confirms recording. 
the swing also appears in the «swing history» tape, on the lower right side of the screen (under 
Library icon). Swinguru Pro will keep recording swings as they occur in front of the camera. 
 
to stop swing recording, avoid swinging in the middle of the square, or quit the record mode by 
selecting another.

no golfer detected. golfer detected. address position.
Waiting for swing.

swing detected, 
recording.
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rEpLay
To review, replay, or otherwise analyze a swing, select the replay icon.
if you are using Swinguru Pro without any camera, a first screen will remind you that you cannot use 
the live feed or record modes, and invite you to load a swing from the library for analysis. 

There must be at least one swing to analyze, either a recently acquired swing available in the swing 
history tape, or a swing loaded from the library.
when analyzing a swing, a timeline bar will appear at the bottom of the screen.
you can add markers and draw figures on screen as visual references for better analysis. 
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AutoMAted drAWing tools (MArkers)
Markers are graphical marks added automatically by Swinguru Pro on every recorded swing according 
to the student’s position in space. they are only available in the replay not live. 
when selected, markers are placed as references at the beginning of the swing (address) and do not 
move, allowing teachers and students to visualize displacements relative to the marker.
Markers are organized according to the views where they are most useful.

when a view is selected, possible markers 
are represented by dashed shapes.

When you hover a dashed shape, a brief 
explanation of the marker and the interest 
of its use will appears on the right.

To place the marker in the view, click 
on it. It will be highlighted in blue in the 
interface.

Markers are placed in 3D space and are 
not only available in all 3d views, but also 
placed on the 2d video view.
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miscellaneous allows to display hand path 
markers and are placed in 3D space only, 
not on the 2d video view.

additional icons allow you to quick show or hide all markers, or to remove them all.

MAnuAl drAWing tools
common drawing tools are available to overlay miscellaneous graphics on top of swing reviews.

hide / Show all markers

remove all markers

pointer

move Select a figure and move it.

ellipse holding the shift key while drawing constrains 
the ellipse to a circle.

rectangle holding the shift key while drawing constrains 
the rectangle to a square.

line holding the shift key while drawing constrains 
the line to a vertical or horizontal.

arbitrary angle

angle to vertical or horizontal

text

erase all figures on screen remove all figures at once.

erase one figure Select tool first and then click on the figure 
to remove.
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Three colors are available and contrast with Swinguru Pro’s interface background.
each figure (line, shape, angle…) drawn on the screen is autonomous from other figure.
To draw a figure, select a color, select the desired shape, and draw the figure anywhere on the screen. 
There are two methods for drawing shapes:

you can only draw shapes on the views, not on the tools or buttons. To move a figure, use the Move 
tool. To erase a figure, first select the eraser tool. The pointer will transform into a crosshair. Simply 
click on the figure you want to remove. To remove all shapes at once, click the «Double eraser» tool. 
there is no undo.

Please notice the arrows pointing down then up. click and draw is en-
abled by selecting the little mouse icon above drawing tools. to draw a 
shape, place the pointer at the beginning of the shape’s position, click (left 
arrow pointing down) and drag the pointer to the other end of the shape 
and release (right arrow pointing up) mouse button to terminate.

Please notice both arrows pointing down. click and click is enabled by 
selecting the little icon that represents 2 distant clicks. To draw and 
shape, place the pointer at the beginning of the shape’s position and click 
(left arrow pointing down). you can release the mouse button. the shape 
will draw following the pointer. to terminate the drawing and place the 
shape, click again (right arrow pointing down) at the desired end position 
of the shape.
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Quick settings
using the ‘Quick Settings’ on the left panel of the main control panel, you can quickly turn on/off the 
following Swinguru common settings:

· 2d / 3d
· high speed camera 
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sIdE-by-sIdE

to compare swings, select the side-by-side icon.
to load swings press the folder icon (right side of the panel) to enter in the library and select swings.
when you enter the library, select the side (view) where you want to load the swing by clicking in it.  
the selected side will be highlighted by a blue border. In the above screen capture, the right side 
(view) is highlighted.
select a swing in the list on the left to place it on the right side of the comparison. 
press load and the swing will be loaded. now, you may start the comparison.
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each swing will have its own timeline. each time line will move the time cursor for its swing.
to move both swings in sync, use buttons located between the two timelines.
The two outside buttons move the timeline to the next/previous position marker (circled number 
representing key swing position).
the two inside buttons move the timeline to the next/previous frame.
the middle button plays each timeline. 
 
you can use drawing tools and markers. you can circle through the different SwingView (content) 
options (3d, 2d, balance, …).
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pOsturE  
 
Posture is a Markerless 3D interactive Posture biofeedback System. 
record ideal swing positions, then train and feel the right move by matching those ideal positions 
during progressive stages with live audio and visual feedback.  
Swinguru neuromuscular training is a unique and easy-to-use system that takes advantage of the way 
your body and mind learn best—visual experience.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcnnqcbedry

hoW it Works
in ‘record’ mode, captured ‘Swings’ are recorded and can then be reloaded to be used in ‘replay’ or 
‘compare’ mode. 

in ‘Posture’ mode, there are 2 options :

* record : allows to capture ‘Poses’ and to edit ‘Sequences’. a Sequence is composed of ‘Poses’
(minimum 1, maximum 8). 

* Match : allows to load a ‘Sequence’ in order to ‘Match’ the ‘Poses’ it contains. 
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hoW to record A ‘seQuence’, step By step: 
1. in ‘Posture’ mode, go to sub-mode ‘record’ (selected by default) 
 

 
 

2. To capture and record a ‘Pose’ (requires to have a user in front of the 3D camera): 

 a)  click on the camera icon.  
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 b)  use the the self-timer camera icon to capture a ‘Pose’ after a delay of 5 seconds.  
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 c) with this option, it is possible to capture several ‘Poses’ consecutively, depending  
  on the number selected in the juxtaposed drop-down list. 

 

 d) The next ‘Pose’ location is automatically selected.  

 e) repeat steps a or b if necessary. 

click the large Disk icon on the right to save the Sequence. 
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hoW to use A ‘seQuence’, step By step  

1. To go to the ‘Match’ sub-mode  
(note: this is done automatically after step 3 of the Sequence recording).

 

 
 

2. click on the ‘Library’ icon and load a ‘Sequence’  
(note: this is done automatically after step 3 of the Sequence recording). 
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3. With the icons on the right, indicate if the matching  

a) ris to be done on a single pose  
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b) ror must cycle through all the poses one after the other.  

 
 
 

 4. also you may define the number of completions to be done by selecting the appropriate   
 number of repetitions in the juxtaposed drop-down list. 
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 place yourself in front of the 3d camera and resume the pose indicated.  
 

 
 
 
you must “match” the Pose :  
 - with a minimum threshold (to be defined in the Settings) and  
 - for a minimum time (to be defined in the Settings). 
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you then have a certain amount of time (to be defined in the Settings) before starting the next 
completion of pose. the completion bar is grayed out during this time. 
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sCrEEnCast 
in replay mode, a Screencast button will be displayed. click on it and the swing you selected will be 
replayed and recorded at same time with the different screen and camera view options you selected.  
when it is finished recording the screencast Swinguru Pro will have generated a video.  
 

at the end of this process a popup window will appear, allowing you to choose between :

CANCel sCreeNCAst
this will not save or upload but delete the video created.

sAve ONlY
your video will be compressed and downloaded as a .mp4 only on your computer. by default the video 
will be saved in a « Swinguru Pro » file on your desktop. you may change the saving location of your 
videos. you will have the ability to do whatever you want with it (e.g. send it by email, copy to cd/dvd or 
memory stick).

uplOAD* ONlY
your video will be compressed and uploaded only on your online swinguru academy (cloud) account 
and the one from the selected student. that way, you can review it anywhere at anytime from any 
connected device on www.swinguruacademy.com.

sAve AND uplOAD*
this will do both at same time, saving on your computer and uploading on the swinguru academy 
(cloud) account.

* send videos to students
1. select the appropriate student and load one of his swings you wish to share.
2. Students need to have a valid profile and account created on the online academy (cloud).
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Since this process can take a few minutes, Swinguru Pro will complete it as a background task. 
the teacher is reminded to not exit the swinguru pro application while the video is being 
generated. In the meantime the teacher can use swinguru pro while the video is being generated. 
 

 
when the video is generated, a quick alert will briefly pop up in the lower right portion of the screen to 
confirm its availability.
 

Note: If you select “Windowed” when the software dialog box appears upon startup, you will 
not be able to record a screencast and thus save and or upload a video or lesson for your 
players, so our suggestion is to leave this unchecked.
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rECOrd LEssOn
at the end of the lesson, the teacher can record a video based on what is displayed on screen. While 
using Swinguru Pro to show swings on screen, the teacher can talk and his voice will be recorded over 
what appears on screen. 

to start recording a lesson, simply 
press the record lesson icon. the icon 
will be replaced by a pause lesson and 
end lesson icons.

when the teacher is finished recording 
his lesson, he presses end lesson.
Swinguru Pro will generate a video of 
the lesson. since this process can last 
a few minutes, Swinguru Pro will 
complete it as a background task. 
the teacher is reminded to not exit 
Swinguru Pro application while the 
video is being generated.
The teacher can use Swinguru Pro 
while the video is being generated.

when the video is generated, a quick 
alert will briefly pop up in the lower 
righthand portion of the screen to 
confirm its availability.

here is a quick video : https://youtu.be/-giLw4quLns
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thE sWInguru prO LIbrary
Swinguru Pro stores all swings, together with their associated information, in a Library of swings.  
to access the library, press the folder icon above the latest swing tape on the right hand side of 
the screen.
a «filter» box will allow you to refine your search and quickly select objects of interest.

MAnAging sWings
seleCtINg swINgs
To load a swing from the library, you can first refine your search in the Swing selection filter box:

FIlters

Category amateur, pro, or all

Gender man or woman or all

Hand left or right or all

Club club used in swing

Replay mode load swing for replay or side-by-side

sOrt

Date click on the little double arrow

Name Icon to sort swings by date,

Recently opened golfer name, or last opened date
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Finally, choose the destination for the swing: either replay or Side-by-Side.
Press ‘Load’ to effectively load the swing into Swinguru Pro.  
Press ‘back’ to leave the library without loading a swing. 

ADDINg swINgs tO the lIbrArY

To add swings to the library, you first need to record it.
go in record mode and swing in front of the camera. the swing will appear on 
the right hand side of the screen in a «tape» of small icons representing the 
swings. each swing will have its date and/or time of recording printed in overlay, 
and a blue, hollow circle.

The iconic floppy disk represent the swing saving state.
If grey, the swing is not saved permanently in the library.
If blue, the swing is safely saved into the library and can be recovered later.
To save the swing, simply press the diskette icon.

remOvINg swINgs FrOm lIbrArY
to remove a swing from the library, head to the library by pressing the folder icon.
Locate the swing you want to remove, either by filtering swings or by scrolling in the list.
select the swing you want to remove and press the dustbin icon.

remOvINg swINgs FrOm COmputer
to remove swings from the computer, head to 
 
c:\ProgramData\guruMotionSystems\Swinguru Pro\Swings

Locate the swing(s) you want to remove, either by filtering swings or by scrolling in the list.
Select the swing(s) you want to remove and press the delete button on your keyboard.

Don’t forget to empty your trash on your desktop!

saved

not saved

Note: To remove a swing from the library, select it first and then press the trash icon. See below.

Note: at the end of a session, all swings recorded but not saved are lost.
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sCrEEn LayOut and vIEW COntEnt
Swinguru Pro has a flexible screen layout control. Teachers can setup screen layouts according 
to their preferences and/or the need of a particular lesson.
There are two areas of control for screen layout:

1. screen splits.
2. screen content.

splitting the screen
To view the golfer under different angles, split the screen in two to four smaller screens and select 
different content for each one of them.

full screen

split screen in 2, 3 or 4 views

 

reArrAnging the screen
To rearrange screens layout, first choose a split mode to have 2, 3, 
or 4 views.
 
Select a view by clicking in it. a large, thick frame will surround the 
selected view. The large tick frame that appeared are resizing handles. 
you can click and drag the tick border or a corner to move and resize the view.
 
you can do this operation for each view, moving them around and resizing them at will.
 
you can also place content in the selected view.
 
when you are done rearranging the view layout, press the same split mode icon again and resizing 
handles will disappear. 

sAving screen lAyout 
When you have laid out your screen, you can save the layout for later use.
go to settings, by pressing the settings button in the lower left part of the screen.
select the tab called «layout preference».
In the right hand part of the screen, select «save layout».
The layout of each will be saved independently, allowing you to effectively have four virtually screen 
layout preferences. full screen / 2-split screen / 3-split screen / 4-split screen.
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preveNtINg sCreeN reArrANgemeNt
To prevent screen rearrangement, you can «lock» current screen layout.
go to settings, by pressing the settings button in the lower left part of the screen.
select the tab called «layout preference».
in the righthand part of the screen, select «Lock Screen Layout».
The visible difference between locked and unlocked screen layout will be the frame around the 
selected view: if the layout is locked, the highlight frame will be a subtle blue border. if the layout is 
unlocked, the selected frame will have thick handle bars waiting to be grabbed.

subtle blue border
screen layout Locked

Thick handle bar
screen layout unlocked

this view is selected and its 
content can be changed.

this view is selected and can be 
resized. its content can also be 
changed.

 
when screen layout is locked, you can still change the content of each view, but you cannot resize 
them. 

resetting screen layout
To reset layout to their initial, factory settings:

1. go to settings, by pressing the settings button in the lower left part of the screen.
2. select the tab called «layout».
3. In the right hand part of the screen, select «reset layout».

your previous layout will be lost. 
 

choosing sWing vieW types
each view can contain a different type of view of the swing.
To place a swing view type into a view: 

1. Select the view by clicking in it. The view will highlight with a surrounding frame.
2. click on an icon representing a swing view type.
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The following swing view types are currently available:

vIew CONteNt
swINgvIews

multiple 3d views options (front, side, top,
stickman, rotate)

video view, as provided by the kinect camera

video view, as provided by the high speed camera

data table view

devices data view (from external third-party tools)

ball flight view (from external third-party tools)

balance information (center of mass and/or pressure 
displacement view)

body rotations view

scorecard view

The swing views are modular by design. Swinguru Pro will offer more view types of a swing, 
provided either directly by Swinguru Pro or by external, third-party tools seamlessly integrated with 
Swinguru Pro. 
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3D vIews 
all 3d views have a little camera adjustment navigator (cogwheel) in their upper 
right corner.
pressing an arrow pointing left, right or top will move and rotate the camera in the 
selected direction.
pressing the circle in the middle will reset the camera angle to its original default 
position. 

below the cogwheel following swing view options are also available:

vIew CONteNt
3D vIews

3d front view

3d left side view (down the line)

3d right side view

3d top view (bird eye view)

Stickman view (only at address)
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bAlANCe vIew (CeNter OF mAss AND/Or pressure) 

 
 

COm FOOtprINts

the center of mass view displays feet width as captured.
a multicolor line represents the projection on the ground of the center of mass displacement during 
the swing of the golfer. blue is for the backswing to the top, yellow from top of the backswing to 
impact and red for the follow through.

COm grAph

this graph view displays vertical (up and downs) movements of the head and hips as captured.
the red line represents the hips vertical movement during the swing of the golfer. the green line 
represents the head vertical movement during the swing of the golfer.
by clicking on the eye icon of those lines they can be displayed or hidden.
 
COp trACe

a line represents the projection on the ground of the center of pressure displacement during the 
swing of the golfer.  
The current position of your coP will appear as a white dot at any given point during a captured golf 
swing. The white coP Dot will have a trace line attached to it, referred to as your coP Trace. The coP 
Trace can be reviewed in real time, by stopping the video at any particular point in a golfers swing.
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COp grAph 

the bodItrak graph is a single graph which 
can display a number of different line graph 
calculations. Some key features:

· presents data over the length of the 
recording

· Displays desired checkpoints 
(as vertical lines)

 
Peak Velocity (cm/s) represents the fastest rate 
of lateral weight transfer during the swing. this 
is the moment where maximum power could be 
transferred to the ball upon impact.  
 
release Factor represents the time between Peak Velocity to impact (measured in milliseconds).  
release Factor is shown on the Velocity graph by the peak of the white line (lateral motion).  

 
COp FOrCe (or dynamic vertical force “dvf”) *

Is the change in total pressure applied to the sensor by lead foot or trail foot over a given time   
period, using the total pressure at ‘Steady’ as a value of 1 (a ‘body weight unit’). 

Total Force = Lead Foot Force + Trail Foot Force

*only vector-series sensors can be used to display net vertical force (graph and parameters listed 
below) in the software display. 
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DAtA tAble vIew

This table will display all metrics of the swing parameters captured and measured at four key 
moments of the swing.
by hovering the cursor on the different cells a tooltip will display reference corridors (when available) 
indicating the intervals that professional players usually have. If your values are outside, then it would 
only indicate that it needs to be discussed, it would not mean that it is good or bad.
 

bODY rOtAtIONs vIew

This view from the top displays rotations of the shoulders, hips and knees as captured at key 
moments of the swing.
The X-Factor is the difference of rotation between the shoulders and the hips.
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sCOreCArD vIew

start with the summary view of your scorecard to see where you need to focus most in order to 
improve faster. Scores for each of the key phases of your swing are shown, as well as your overall 
“biomechanics” score.

 
DevICes DAtA vIew (FrOm exterNAl thIrD-pArtY tOOls)
 
using swinguru in combination with a launch monitor allows coaches and players to get a complete 
understanding of their technique and the resulting ball flight, bringing together all of the information 
they need into a single and easy to use interface. 
 
on top of the core features provided by swinguru (2d, 3d, center of mass) swinguru integrates with 
different launch monitors (external devices) to provide ball flight data. Data will depend on which 
launch monitor you are using.  
 
bAll DAtA
 
carry distance, total distance, roll distance, ball speed, lateral carry distance, lateral total distance, 
launch angle, launch direction angle, spin rate, spin axis, maximum height, hang time, shot 
dispersion, landing angle. 
 
Club DAtA
 
club head Speed, Smash Factor, angle of attack, Spin Loft, Face angle, club Path, Dynamic Loft
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bAll FlIght vIew (FrOm exterNAl thIrD-pArtY tOOls)
 
Launch monitors match sensations with facts, allowing golfers to achieve their desired swing. This 
is done by delivering a variety of swing and ball flight data points.  This information allows golfers 
to truly know their game – from club averages to landing angles – and be better prepared to make 
decisions on the course. 
 

 

the tiMeline
on the left side, a sliding cursor allows you to select replay speed. replay speed is set by default to 
50%, twice slower, when starting.
the timeline is a sliding cursor, with circled numbers. circled numbers are tabs, placed automatically 
by Swinguru Pro at key swing positions.
next to the sliding cursor, there are buttons to move at the previous or next key position, to move to 
the next or previous frame in the move, or start or pause the replay.

                     
move to previous /  
next key position

     

move to previous / next frame
Some short keys are available 
using the left and right arrows  
on your keyboard.

play / pause
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next to the timeline, two small icons change the behavior of replay.

replay pause for a few seconds at 
each key swing position 
(circled numbers)

replay loops infinitely until paused

If the short replay is activated in the settings, by default, swing will replay just once, without stopping 
at key positions.
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sEttIngs
pressing the cogwheel in the lower left part of the screen directs to the settings screen.
The option screen is organized in panels, listed on the left hand side of the screen. each panel has its 
own set of options to set.

generAl 
 

stArt tutOrIAl
displays a few slides to explain all functions. 

reset preFereNCes
reset preference will reset all your preferences regarding screen layout, swing detection, etc. 
to
factory defaults.

wAItINg tIme At keY pOsItION DurINg replAY
when using automatic replay with a little pause at each key position, this is the time Swinguru
Pro will pause at each key position.
 
stANDArD uNIts
unit system used for measurements and weights: Metric or imperial (uS).

reCOrD vIDeO pAth
allows you to choose where the screencast and recorded lesson videos are stored and saved 
on you computer.
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mAxImum swINgs IN lIst treshOlD
number of swings you can see on the list on the right hand of your screen on you computer

sAve swINg bY DeFAult
If enabled, swinguru pro will save all swings it records.

versION Number & serIAl Number
the general settings shows the current version number. It also displays the serial number 
of your computer associated to your license.
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lAyout 

 
lOCk sCreeN lAYOut
option is set when button is filled. Lock layout freezes your screen split to those currently set. 
when layout is locked, you cannot resize screen portions. you can still change the content of 
each view. when unlocked, you can freely resize and move screen views and change content.
 
ACtIvAte grAphICAl eFFeCts
activate special effects and presentations like border. if the computer running Swinguru Pro 
has limited graphic capabilities, turning special effects off will improve performances. if does 
not affect any other part of the application.
 
rgb As mIrrOr IN reCOrD mODe
mirrors rgb image (left to right and vice-versa) in record mode.
 
reset lAYOut
if you rearranged screen views, reset Layout will reset view sizes and positions to their factory 
settings.
 
tIme FOrmAt
select your preferred time format, as displayed in the upper right portion of the screen.

DAte FOrmAt
select your preferred date format, as displayed in the upper right portion of the screen.
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DIsAble rgb (2D vIDeO) IN reCOrD mODe 
Purpose: in order to allow less powerful windows computers to use the Swinguru software, 
we are allowing users to disable the recording and replay of rgb (2d video) which uses a lot of 
computer processing power.

to disable rgb/2d video, go to settings -> layout -> disable rgb (2d video) in record mode
if unchecked: rgb/2D video will be captured in the record mode
if checked: no rgb/2D video will be captured in the record mode

 note 1: it is possible to record a swing when 2D/rgb is disabled/deactivated. in this case  
   rgb/2D video stream/flow will not be saved or stored and therefore will not/never  
   be available for this swing.

 note 2: it is nevertheless possible to load swings that have been captured when 2D/rgb  
   was active and available, even if rgb is currently deactivated in record mode.

horizontal offset of Markers in 2D View
Purpose: To make the correct placement of automated drawing tools for your computer.

To make the correction, go to Settings -> Layout -> horizontal offset of Markers in 2D View
Positive offset: will move markers horizontally to the right
negative offset: will move markers horizontally to the left

how to operate: 
* load a swing that has 2d/rgb
* display 2 viewports, one with 3d view face on and the other with 2d view
* Select and Display some face on automated markers 
* go to Settings, move the offset cursor and click ok when adjusted. if markers still are not 
 at the right place on rgb please reiterate this process.
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devices ActivAtion
 

 
AuDIO (FrOm CAmerA seNsOr)
Microphone is activated when button is on ‘yeS’. has to be activated when impact sound 
detection* is needed as trigger for recording. Will also help to precisely locate the time of 
impact. 

* sound threshold
 To fine-tune sound based swing detection depending on sound environment.  

the parameter allows you to adjust the threshold above which swinguru will 
decide that a swing occurred.

lAuNCh mONItOrs - mAt
list of current devices integrated with swinguru that can easily be connected by setting 
the cursor on ‘yeS’. once activated data captured by the selected/connected device will 
automatically be retrieved by swinguru and be displayed within the swinguru application. 
this data will also be exported to the swinguru academy. 

for more detailed information on how to connect and use your swinguru software with 
integrated devices please go to http://www.swinguru.com/golf/support/documents/
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hIgh speeD CAmerA (2D)
Ids high speed cameras have been integrated with swinguru and can easily be connected by 
setting the cursor on ‘yeS’.  
 
once activated you are now able to define sets with different parameters for image acquisition. 
each set includes the following settings:
· color mode
· resolution format
· frame rate
· exposure Time 
· gain  
 
! be aware : The higher the resolution, the less FPS you will get. you could upgrade your gPu to 
one that could handle the stress, or just play at a lower resolution.
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recording Mode 

reCOrDINg trIgger
Swinguru will record swings using different techniques, which can be used together.  
The first technique is based on 3D technology (motion); the second on sound. 

mANuAl 
if activated (set on ‘yeS’) the teacher or the golfer has to manually press the record button. 

mOtION 
use of motion detection. the engine detects a swing and records it automatically. 
this technique is based on 3d technology and requests the presence of a user in front of the 
3d camera performing a swing. as a reminder 3d technology is sensible to lighting conditions 
and should avoid direct sunlight on user or 3d camera for optimal performance.

DevICe
- audio (from camera sensor) : use of sound detection for triggering of recording.  
use of sound to precisely locate the time of impact.  
example of use: using 2D only, with no 3D detection. 
- activated device : Swing is detected by a connected device (e.g. launch monitor) and golfer 
is in front of the 3d camera
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mANuAl reCOrDINg OptIONs 

Full Or CustOm mANuAl reCOrD
if ‘Full’ is selected predefined settings will be applied. 
if ‘custom’ is selected below options can be adapted.

COuNtDOwN DurAtION beFOre swINg
duration between the press of the record button and the actual recording.
 
mAxImum swINg DurAtION
time of recording.
 
plAY sOuND DurINg COuNtDOwN
can be activated or deactivated by checking the box.
 
plAY sOuND wheN reADY tO swINg
can be activated or deactivated by checking the box.
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AutOmAtIC 2D reCOrDINg & replAY
If (external) lighting conditions (direct sunlight on user or camera) does not allow for proper use of 
the 3d features you may still want to use your swinguru software to train in 2d mode only but in an 
automated way.
you will be able to hit shot after shot without having to worry of anything.  
sound of ball impact will trigger automatic detection and recording of your swing in 2d. all your 
swings will be kept and be available in your library for you to replay and review when you decide a 
swing is worth spending time on it (good or bad).
 
*The 2D drawing tools are available but not the 3D markers.

watch the video : https://youtu.be/u5XkMc-c5n0

in this configuration your camera can obviously be moved and placed anywhere (down the line, 
back,…). it will work as any other 2D video system except that detection and recording will be 
automatic therefor no need to operate the system or push recording buttons.

Quick tip 1: once the camera is positioned draw your reference lines and they will be displayed 
to help you when addressing the ball and getting in proper posture but will also 
appear on each replay.

Quick tip 2: activate the ‘Short replay’ option from the settings to automatically show a replay 
after each swing.

Quick tip 3: select 2 or 3 simultaneous views, one will display the 2D video and the other(s) will 
display the synchronized coP information from bodiTrak. Set the bodiTrak button 
to ‘yes’ in the Devices activation tab in the settings.
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 here is how to do it: 

1. go to ‘Settings’  
 a. Select the ‘Devices activation’ tab 
  i. activate audio (from camera sensor). 

   1. adjust ‘Sound Threshold’ if necessary.
   2. activate other external device as you see fit. 

 

2. go to ‘Settings’
 a. recording mode 
   i.  set manual to “no”
   ii. set motion to “no”.
   iii. set device to “audio (from camera sensor)” 
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mOtION sOuND

technique

continuous analysis of 
a golfer’s position and 
movement until a swing is 
detected, from address to 
finish.

monitoring of sound input 
until a crisp club-to-ball 
impact sound is detected.

air swings detected not detected

swings with impact detected detected

no 3d / video only camera not detected detected

Detection of key positions detected not detected

detection of impact approximate precise
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short replAy  

 
shOw shOrt replAY
Whether to show the replay after each swing.
 
wAItINg tIme beFOre AutOmAtIC replAY
time between the end of the swing capture, and the start of the short replay.
 
AutOmAtIC replAY speeD
speed of automatic replay.
 
reADY FOr Next CApture sOuND
plays a sound when ready to capture next swing, after short replay for example.

shOw mArkers DurINg shOrt replAY

pAuse At phAses DurINg shOrt replAY
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dAtA tABle

in the settings you have the Data Table where you can ‘hide’ (click on the eye right of the 
appropriate line) or ‘move’ lines and data to match your preference. 
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screencAst & lesson 

 

 
resOlutION sCAle
Size of output video, regarding Swinguru Pro application display size.
all settings affect screen recording and video compression when recording and saving lessons.

FrAme rAte
number of frames per second for generated video.

vIDeO CODeC
video encoding algorithm.

AuDIO sOurCe
Select audio source for recording: computer sounds, or computer integrated microphone,
microphone included on the webcam (if any), or any other microphone that might be 
connected to the computer. 

AuDIO CODeC
audio encoding algorithm.

DIsplAY vIDeO COmpressION wArNINgs
gives you information about current settings used.
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posture 
3D interactive Posture biofeedback

 

COmpletION threshOlD
percentage of match requested to consider pose is matched.
 
COmpletION DurAtION
time to hold position to consider it matched.

tIme betweeN twO mAtCh vAlIDAtIONs
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tEaChIng WIth sWInguru prO
Swinguru Pro has a complete lesson workflow for golf teachers. 

1. when starting Swinguru Pro, teacher may log in to restore his own settings such as preferred 
screen layout.

2. The teacher can register a new student, or restore a profile from a previous lesson.
3. the teacher can edit swings of interest as lesson progresses, highlighting body parts with 

drawing tools or automatic markers.
4. the teacher can save some of the swings for later reference. swings are saved in the student’s 

library.
5. the teacher can record a screencast or lesson video, and send it to the student through the 

online academy (cloud). 
6. Last but not least, the teacher may sign out of the Swinguru Pro application and free the way 

for the next user or his colleague who will share the practice area.
 
the following section details each of these steps.

 

setup

lOgIN

The teacher starts Swinguru Pro and logs in with his credentials. his preferences are restored.  
he is ready to teach.
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seleCt user

The student is welcomed and basic information about his golfing capabilities are either 
restored from a previous lesson, or added to his profile, quickly created while interviewing 
the student for his expectations.

ADjust Club useD

given the student’s golfing capabilities and expectation, the teacher quickly sets layout views  
of interest while the students warms up and hits his first balls. he will be requested to select  
the club being hit. 
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teACh

 reCOrD 
 When the teacher has adjusted screen layout, he sets up his student club used, and enters   
 record mode without telling the student. all of the student’s swings will now be recorded and  
 saved.

 between swings, the teacher adds markers to highlight area of interest.

 replAY
 after a few swings, the teacher asks the student to review one of his swings.
 enter replay mode, recall a few swings and play them back automatically to highlight body   
 parts mechanics. pressing the blue hollow circle on its thumbnail representation saves the   
 most significant swings.
 after explanation of the expected adjustment from the student, the teacher flips back into   
 record mode and let’s the golfer swing. Markers on the screen allow the student to observe his  
 adjustments right away.

 sIDe-bY-sIDe
 When the adjustment to the movement is correctly executed, the teacher saves the corrected  
 swing and recalls the swing «before correction» to compare them to «after correction» and   
 better illustrate the improvement. 

 reFereNCe

lOAD 
if the explanation of the correction would benefit from examples, the teacher may recall 
swings of reference (from reference pro players) from the library.

COmpAre tO prevIOus 
the teacher can also recall swings executed earlier by the student to show improvements. 

 shAre 

reCOrD lessON 
finally, the teacher can wrap up the session in front of the screen and record it. 
he can show on screen what the student did and talk naturally, giving the explanation.
everything that happens on screen gets recorded together with the explanation (voice-over) 
of the teacher. 
When done, the lesson is saved and shared with the student through the online academy 
(cloud) account.
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reCOrD sCreeNCAst 
Finally, the teacher can generate a video from a swing replay with the different screen and   
camera view options he selected. there will be no voice over recorded. 
When done, the video is saved and shared with the student through the online academy   
(cloud) account.

pOsture  
 
 eNAblINg plAYers tO “Feel It, FIx It”

The Markerless 3D interactive Posture biofeedback developed by Swinguru is a one-of-a-
kind tool and a unique feature of Swinguru Pro. To most golf coaches, the right posture is 
a key element of the golf swing. Finding, feeling and repeating the right posture in space is 
quite difficult for a player without any help. The Posture Mode records, in 3 dimensions, the 
point cloud* body envelope of your students set in the ideal posture at any moment of the 
swing.  Then you ask your students to stand in front of the Kinect camera and “re-enter” this 
recorded body envelope in order to  “match” the posture over and over again. once ideal poses 
are recorded, the students can practice it alone without his coach using the intuitive (colored) 
visual and audio biofeedback. with this feature, the student is sure that he is repeating and 
practicing the proper swing mechanics.  
‘3D inTeracTiVe PoSTure bioFeeDbacK’ is definitely a way to differentiate yourself from 
other instructors and to maximize your time. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcnnqcbedry 

Note: If you select “Windowed” when the software dialog bog appears upon startup, you will not be 
able to record a screencast and thus save and or upload a video or lesson for your players, so our 
suggestion is to leave this unchecked.
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traIn WIth sWInguru prO 
 
sWinguru’s AutoMAtic sWing AnAlysis And fAult 
correction systeM  
 
now you can train even faster to hit more powerfully and with better ball contact with swinguru’s new 
automatic swing analysis and scoring system.  
each key metric of the swing will be instantaneously compared to reference bio-mechanic parameters 
developed by our panel of professional coaches. this will result in a “biomechanics” score (swing 
mechanics) for each of the key phases of the swing, as well as an overall “guru” score if an “exit 
velocity” data provided from an external device was inputted.  
 
after each training session, your personal statistics and “guru” score will be automatically updated on 
your academy personal account (assuming the coach connects to the Internet while logged into the 
Swinguru software) to reflect your current performance level and allow you to track your progress 
over time.

Knowing your weaknesses and strengths, visually and in numbers, is essential to understanding 
and improving your swing faster, easier and more effectively. regardless of your level, all serious 
players will benefit from using Swinguru as part of his training!

suMMAry vieW (scorecArd) 
 

 
start with the summary view of your scorecard to see where you need to focus most in order to improve fastest. 
Scores for each of the key phases of your swing are shown, as well as your overall “biomechanics” score.  
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a score for “exit velocity” is also displayed when data available from external devices. If both scores are 
available this will result in an overall “guru” score in this summary view as well.  

perforMAnce vieW  

 
check your performance on each swing characteristic.  
 
select the scorecard’s ’performance view’ to see how you performed on each swing characteristic we 
measure for each of the key phases of the swing.  
Just select a numbered (1-6) swing phase and all key swing characteristics will be presented on 
the screen. the player’s recorded metric for each swing characteristic will be displayed on a graph 
above the characteristics name and shows whether the player was inside or outside the acceptable 
comparison parameters – as well as how far.  
 
If the swing characteristic name has white text, they are in the acceptable range and the score is 
100%.  
If it is yellow, it is slightly outside and points will be deducted.  
If it is red, it is much farther outside parameters and even more points will be deducted.  
 
each characteristic has an appropriate value so point deductions for faults have a weighted value on 
the scores. 
and remember, we perform this automatic measurement and scoring instantaneously for each and 
every swing a player takes in front of the Swinguru system!
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fAults vieW 

 
focus on faults and video drills to correct them. 
Select the ‘Faults’ view to review the faults that deducted from your score at each of the 6 key phases 
of your swing. Just select the numbered (1-6) phase of your swing, then review each labeled fault.  
 
again, yellow means your metrics were slightly outside the parameters and red means they were even 
more outside. We also show the percentages deducted from your swing for each fault. 
to see an explanation of the fault and the professional drill videos we have recorded that can help 
you to correct that fault, just click on the “read More” button under the fault when connected to 
the Internet. you’ll instantly be redirected to the correct page on the swinguru academy where this 
content is located and can be viewed.
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thE OnLInE sWInguru aCadEMy (CLOud) 
this site is the central hub for all your swinguru activities, whether you are a player, or a coach using 
swinguru to train your players. the swinguru academy is constantly under development and adding 
new features in order to create the most complete training system available. there is always a good 
reason to login and see what’s new at the swinguru academy.
 
If you are a Player, just login to view all your saved swings, as well as lessons created and uploaded 
by your coach. you can even send and receive messages from your coach for each uploaded swing. 
select a swing and your swing’s stats and share them with you friends, coach or recruiter on social 
media such as Facebook, Twitter and youTube. check your constantly updated swing statistics and 
Scorecard scores in the Skill Tracker section to follow your progress.
 
If you are a Coach, just login to access all the videos and lessons you’ve uploaded for each of your 
students. Just select a player from the drop down list to access all their saved videos and lessons. 
share your saved swings as well on social media to promote your team or academy. message a player 
concerning a specific video; send them a link to an online video drill to help them correct their faults, 
or choose from hours of professional drills we provide in the swinguru academy.
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videos And dAtA 
view each saved swing and related videos and data. 
once you complete a training session and uploaded your player’s swing videos (screencast or 
recorded lesson), My Videos or My Lessons is the place to find your uploaded videos to review, 
publish, or share with your players, parents, coaches or recruiters.
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instAnt MessAging 

 
Instant messaging help coach and player communicate instantly about swings. 
coaches and players can instantly communicate with our private instant messaging system about 
each swing that is uploaded to the Swinguru academy. coaches can also submit links to other 
websites or online videos for training purposes.
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skill trAcker
Track your training progress with the Skill Tracker. 
when you upload a Saved Swing to an athlete’s profile, the swing data for that swing, as well as all 
swings taken since the last video upload was completed, are uploaded as well - even if the video of 
that swing was not saved.

athletes and coaches can then review a specific saved swing’s statistics, as well as the average Swing 
Statistics to date in order to track and monitor the athletes progress. 

your total number of uploaded swings to date is presented at the top of the page.  
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sociAl shAre  
 
publish your videos and swing stats on all the popular social media sites to impress your coaches, 
recruiters, friends and family.
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prOtECtIng yOur WOrk 
 
BAcking up And restoring your sWinguru pro liBrAry
To backup your Swinguru Pro library:
1- First quit Swinguru Pro application to make sure no saving operation occur.
2- Second, simply backup the directory named Swinguru Pro located in
 c:\ProgramData\guruMotionSystems\Swinguru Pro

you can copy it on a uSb memory stick for example. by doing so, both swings and data will be saved.

To restore the library, simply copy the saved folder back to the same location.

when you backup or restore Swinguru Pro’s library, please make sure that the application is not 
running to prevent library modifications while backing up or restoring.

Note: The library may reside on another disk (letter c:) depending on your installation.
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annEx

sWinguru pro license
If swinguru pro is not registered, it will remind you to enter your license information on each start.
during the trial period, you can test swinguru pro at will.

to start the trial period, press 1-month free trial and enter the requested information. after your 

information is validated, swinguru pro will start normal operation for the duration of the trial period.

after the trial period, swinguru pro will no longer start. to continue using swinguru pro, you need to 
obtain a license and enter it in the application.

to enter your license number, press register on the above screen, and enter your license number.
your copy of Swinguru Pro will now work without any restriction.
If necessary, you can read your license information in the settings screen of the application.
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coMputer perforMAnces
Swinguru Pro is a normal, 3D-based application. it requires 3D-capable personal computer. however, 
the simultaneous display of 3 or 4 3D screens at high-definition resolution, together with constant 
monitoring of swings for detection can lead to heavier loads of work for both computer and graphic 
card. To maintain a fluid, responsive application, it is recommended to run Swinguru Pro on a recent, 
3D-capable, Direct X 11 - capable computer, with minimum two uSb-3 ports.
 
on slower computers, minimize the number of 3D screens, and reduce the quality of graphics to 
maintain application responsiveness.
 
recommended computer specifications :

operating System:  windows 8.1 (64 bit), windows 10

Processor:  intel core i7 and above (64bit)

Memory:  Min 8gb raM (16gb needed for high Speed camera support)

graphic card: direct x11 compatible.
 nVDia graphic card preferably, gTX 1050 and above. 
 other brands may work as well.
 It should be above 1600 points for optimal performance

 you can test your graphic card here 
http://www.videocardbenchmark.net/directcompute.html

uSb Port:   uSb 3.0 (at least two)

hard Disk Drive:  1Tb hard Drive – 100gb available on c Drive

Do you need confirmation that your computer meets the requirements? 
Send an email to info@swinguru.com with the name and technical specifications of your computer 
and we will send back asap the results of our analysis.
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